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BINDER INDIVIDUAL inquiries >go2binder.com/en-BINDER-INDIVIDUAL

VD 053
∙  Separate instrument case with 3 m 

cable for isolator installation
∙  Stainless steel housing (1.4301) 

without unit doors or hinges

FED 115
∙  Rack with two levels; sits on 

the floor of the inner chamber
∙  The rack weighs approximately 

14 kg and has 4 casters so it can 
be pulled out of the chamber

∙  The floor of the inner chamber 
is reinforced

∙  The rack is loaded outside the 
chamber before it is pushed inside

∙  The components are protected from 
slipping out of position on each 
shelf level

FD 115
∙  Access port in the door featuring 

door pull-out section; door featuring 
guiding rack for door pull-out 
section (similar to a drawer)

∙  Stainless steel access port in the door 
suitable for shelf pull-out section

∙  Stainless steel support rack fixed to 
the door in order to guide the shelf; 
stainless steel perforated shelf 
roughly 350 x 300, featuring an 
insulating piece to seal the access 
port. 

∙ With cover plate and handle

FD 115
∙  Inert gas input/output connections, 

largely gas-proof
∙  2 removal stations for nitrogen 

with flow display area, 5 l/min 
(at 0.3 m³/h) and 166 l/min 
(at 10 m³)

∙  Permanent rinsing with nitrogen 
controlled manually via switch

∙  Temporary rinsing controlled 
manually via rocker switch and 
time relay

CB 60
∙  CB60 basic unit with tight welded 

interface
∙  No unit door; has been replaced 

with double glazing featuring panel 
heating

∙  Interface oven is heated, insulated, 
and encased in a detachable metal 
cover

∙  Controller provided separately and 
is connected to the housing via 
a cable; length of cable to housing 
roughly 2 m

FED 115
∙  Notch-type access port, 

100 x 250 mm 
∙  Can be sealed if the customer 

requires it.
∙  Sealing material cut from 3 mm 

silicone mat

All BINDER units without casters
∙ Base on casters for KB 115

KBF
∙  2 stainless steel access ports inside, 150 x 150 mm, with insulated flap,  

lower flap has a handle.
∙  Access port, W 300 x H 250 mm, with sealable door featuring excellent insulation 

(above left);  exact position of the access ports can be determined by the 
customer.

∙  Doors featuring viewing panel and interior lighting, W 290 x 470 mm (30 W); 
panel has two insulated and heated glass blocks to prevent it misting up – 
visible area W 290 x 470 mm.

∙ No inner glass door. 

VD 023
∙  Housing made of brushed stainless 

sheet steel (1.4301)
∙ Without doors or hinges
∙  Featuring instrument case rotated 

90°

KBF 115 
∙  Unit door made entirely of insulating 

glass with panel heating 
∙  2 hand access ports with gloves
∙  Controller on the left-hand side, 

can be swung out

All BINDER units without casters
∙  Complete base, height of 300 mm
∙  Featuring casters, 2 of which have 

brakes

MKxx
∙  Reinforced load, up to 640 kg total 

load
∙  Interior featuring stable carrying 

frame and 4 perforated shelves, 
roughly 1,097 x 600 mm (W x D) 

∙ Each shelf capable of carrying 160 kg
∙  Casters replaced with fixed feet and 

4 more feet added
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